This article presents two statistically-based methods of automatically generating paraphrases for sentences;one based on direct statistical machine translation,the other based on data-oriented techniques.These paraphrasers are evaluated by human judges,and compared to both human paraphrases and those generated by a simple baseline model.The data-oriented approach proved to be the most successful in this evaluation and a second experiment was conducted to determine the usefulness of machine-generated paraphrases when used to expand the reference set used for machine translation evaluation.Varying numbers of synthetic paraphrases were mixed with varying numbers of real references to determine the circumstances under which the addition of synthetic paraphrases might be useful.Nine different machine translation systems were evaluated in this study using scores from nine human judges.Three machine translation evaluation schemes were used to perform the machine translation evaluation:BLEU,NIST and mWER.The results show that the usefulness of the synthetic paraphrases depends on which of the machine translation evaluation methods is used.The paraphrases degraded the NIST performance,but improved the evaluation performance of both BLEU and mWER.
Introduction
There are many problems in natural language processing for which having a paraphrase would be very useful information.Tasks such as detailed parsing or machine translation often fail or struggle on some sentences due to a combination of their length and the nature of the sentence itself.Having a paraphrase at hand would give such systems a second chance,or a chance to generate possibilities not considered using only the original source sentence.Possible cal machine translation,the other based on data-oriented translation methods.We evaluate the performance of the paraphrasers using both human and automatic methods,and apply the best paraphraser to the task of improving machine translation evaluation.This article therefore is divided into two parts,the first part consisting of Sections 2 to 4,compares the quality of paraphrases produced by the automatic paraphrasers to those produced by both humans,and a simple baseline model.Section 2 introduces the concept of paraphrasing as machine translation.Section 3 explains the data-oriented approach to paraphrasing in detail.
Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation of the automatic paraphrasers,and discusses these results.
In the second part of the article,Section 5,we investigate the application of the dataoriented paraphraser to the improvement of machine translation evaluation.We look at the effect of adding automatically generated paraphrases to the reference sets used for machine translation evaluation. It is possible to view the process of paraphrasing as a machine translation task.This is the approach adopted throughout this paper.In this paradigm,a paraphrase of a textual segment (in our case,a single sentence)is derived by a process of translation from the source language directly into the same language.This process is direct in the sense that it is one-step,rather than a "round-trip" translation from one language into the same language via an explicit second intermediate interlingual stage. (Finch,Watanabe,and Sumita 2002 )evaluate a paraphraser(we will denote this SMTP) based on statistical machine translation(SMT)techniques (Brown,Pietra,Pietra,and Mercer 1993) . (Quirk,Brockett,and Dolan 2004 )use a similar technique,directly using SMT to generate paraphrases with a phrase-based decoder.In our case,the publicly available GIZA++software(Al-Onaizan,Curin,Jahr, Knight,Lafferty,Melamed,Och,Purdy,Smith, and Yarowsky 1999) was used to build the models to be used for translation together with an in-house-developed multi-stack decoder.The statistical machine translation technique learns Finch,Watanabe,Akiba,and Sumita Paraphrasing as Machine Translation to translate by deriving statistics from a large corpus of sentence pairs,one sentence in the pair being a sentence in the source language,the other sentence in the pair being the translation of the source sentence in the target language(in our case this is a paraphrase of the source sentence).These statistics are then combined in a reverse-channel model to provide the most probable translation.In (Finch et al.2002) ,a corpus of Japanese sentence pairs was prepared from a corpus consisting of groups of paraphrases,by clustering the sentences within the group for similarity,and pairing similar sentences from these clusters.The sentences in each pair being paraphrases of each other.The SMTP was then trained directly from these sentence pairs.
The paraphrases from the SMTP system were compared to those generated by human annotators and also to those from a simple baseline model based on maximum bi-gram probability used in (Knight and Marcu 2000) .The best paraphrase from each of the sources was graded for adequacy according to the scale defined in Section 4.2 (Doyon,Taylor,and White 1998) .The results showed the paraphrases from the SMT-based system were superior to those of the baseline model.We will use this system as the primary benchmark by which to judge the data-oriented paraphraser presented in the following sections.
3
Data-Oriented Paraphrasing Many alternative techniques are available for machine translation.This paper investigates the application of data-oriented translation methods (Poutsma 1998) to paraphrasing (Finch, Watanabe,and Sumita 2003) .The basic principle is the same as the SMT-based approach, with only the underlying machine translation methodology being different.
The data-oriented translation(DOT)model is based on data-oriented parsing(DOP) (Bod 1999) .The principle underlying data-oriented parsing is that parses for previously unseen sentences can be constructed in a probabilistic manner by combining fragments(that are subtrees) of parse trees extracted from sentences of a treebank corpus.The fragments,in effect,form a grammar from which parse trees for unseen sentences can be built.Each parse may have many possible derivations,and the parse probability is the sum of the probabilities of each of its derivations.The latest incarnations of the DOP parser have performance comparable to the state of the art in statistical parsers (Bod 2001) .
The modus operandi of the data-oriented translation technique is similar to DOP.However, in this case,two trees are constructed at the same time:a tree for the sentence in the source After the tree pairs have been linked,we extract linked subtrees(or fragments)of these pairs that will be used as a grammar to derive the paraphrases(all of the tree pairs in Figure 1 are fragments).For each pair of linked trees,we collect all pairs of connected subtrees(and their links),whose root nodes are linked,and that satisfy all of the following conditions:
(1) For each pair of linked nodes in the fragment,either;both nodes have no children, or all of the children from the corresponding original tree.
(2)
Every non-linked node in both subtrees of the fragment has all of the children from the corresponding original tree.
(3) Both of the subtrees of the fragment consist of more than one node. The collection of all fragments from the corpus is termed the bag of linked subtree pairs,B.
Each fragment f has a count which represents the number of times that fragment occurred in the corpus.When deriving a parse we use this count to compute the probability of selecting this fragment from the bag as the next step in a derivation,P(L).The probability is simply its count,L,divided by the sum of counts of all subtrees with the same root node label(the Fig.2 One derivation of the paraphrase"I enjoy tennis"from"I like tennis".
(1)
Paraphrase Derivation
Derivations of paraphrases are constructed using the bag of linked subtree pairs by means of a composition operator.Intuitively this operator defines the conditions for combining fragments,and is illustrated in Figure 2 .Formally,the operator is defined on two fragments f1=<T81,Tt1>and f2=<Ts2,Tt2>iff.r(f2)is the same as the label of the leftmost nonword leaf node of Ts1.The result of this composition is a linked tree pair<Ts3,Tt3>where 
A single target sentence wt can have many possible derivations from a source sentence w8.
Summing over all possible derivations yields the paraphrase probability.We select the best paraphrase as the one with the highest P(wt ws). 
Disambiguation
It is necessary to find the most probable paraphrase,given all of the derivations arising from the source sentence.In practice,the source sentence is parsed using a chart parser according to the grammar of tree fragments defined by the source subtrees of the fragments in the bag of all linked subtrees,naturally producing a(not necessarily correct)parse tree for the target paraphrase.
Since many derivations for the same sentence are possible,it is not sufficient to find the most probable derivation(for which efficient search algorithms exist e.g. (Bod 1999) ),but rather we must search over the sums of all derivations for the target paraphrase.We adopt a conventional approach(e.g. (Poutsma 1998) )of Monte Carlo sampling of the derivations to estimate the paraphrase probabilities.The idea being that a sufficiently large sample will approximate the underlying distribution accurately.For the experiments in this paper,1500 samples were used.
Practical Considerations
The experiments described here represent the first large-scale test of the DOT technique, and problems arose due to the size of the task.A significant problem was caused by the large number of fragments it is possible to generate,both overall,and from long sentences.To overcome this,we arbitrarily imposed a limit of 10,000 fragments from any single sentence,and we also discarded any fragments that occurred less than a threshold(in this case 5)number of times in the corpus.We also used a two-step approach to deriving the paraphrases;in the first step we parsed the sentence with Charniak's parser,in the second we derived the paraphrase in a manner that was consistent with the parse from the parser.This reduced the size of the chart needed to parse the sentence,and also reduced the size of the search space,however even with this strong constraint on the parsing the number of fragments involved in the parse, and size of the chart can still be large.
To handle the case of unknown words,and also ensure the system would always output at least one paraphrase,the set of fragments generated from pairing the source sentence with itself was added to the training set before the sentence was paraphrased. The data we used for these experiments is a subset of the ATR Paraphrase Corpus (Shimohata, Takezawa,and Kikui 2003) .The corpus consists of about 50,000 sentences (500,000 words)of paraphrased sentences drawn from the kind of phrase books produced to aid travelers.There are approximately 1000 seed sentences that have been paraphrased to produce this data.That is,on average each of these 1000 seed sentences gave rise to approximately 50 paraphrased sentences.The paraphrases were paraphrases on the syntactic structure level as opposed to simple word-synonym-based paraphrases.In this domain the sentences length is fairly short,the average length of sentences in the corpus being approximately 10 words.For the purposes of these experiments we generated approximately 300,000 sentence pairs using the technique described in the next subsection,although a larger number of pairs could have been generated.These sentence pairs were then parsed with Charniak's parser (Charniak 1999 )and their parse trees were linked using the method set out in Section 3.1.
Sentence PairGeneration
The training data for the data-oriented paraphraser consisted of pairs of paraphrases.The number of possible pairings is prohibitively large,therefore we select sentence pairs from the set of all possible pairings.We generate the training data for the machine translation system by first clustering the paraphrased sentences.Note that the clustering is done within groups of sentences that are paraphrases of a single seed sentence,all sentences within a cluster will therefore have the same meaning.The purpose of the clustering is to reduce the size of the training set in a manner which ensures that the sentence pairs used for training are relatively similar to each other in terms of edit distance:the number of insertion,deletion or word-forword substitution operations required to transform one sentence into another.We employed the following agglomerative clustering algorithm:
(1) Assign each sentence in the set of paraphrased sentences to its own cluster; 
Repeat from 2.until there is only one cluster. The result of this clustering is a tree,or dendrogram,the leaf nodes of this tree are sentences.Leaves that are close to each other in the tree,are also similar in terms of edit distance. Non-leaf nodes define sets of similar sentences.Clusters of similar sentences of varying granularity can be extracted from the dendrogram by selecting clusters of sentences which are the leaves of subtrees of the dendrogram.We selected such subtrees according to a threshold of average intra-cluster edit distance of their leaf nodes.The idea behind this is to be able to select clusters of specified granularity from the dendrogram.The threshold was set arbitrarily to control the number of sentences from which to generate paraphrases by selecting them from clusters of sentences with approximately the same similarity between the sentences within the clusters.From the resulting clusters we generated training examples by pairing the sentences in the cluster.It is important to note that although the pairings are made between pairs of similar sentences,the sentences also must be paraphrases because the clustering is performed within groups of paraphrases.For example,although the sentences "I do love you" and "I do not love you" are similar,they will not appear in the training/test data because they are not paraphrases of one another. The motivation behind this approach is that sentences that are similar in terms of edit distance should also make a good sentence pair in the training of a machine translation device because the transformation necessary to transform one sentence into the other is simpler.
Approximately 3 million fragments(after thresholding)were extracted(using the methods described in Section 3.2)from the aligned tree pairs derived from these sentence pairs.
Evaluation
We evaluated paraphrases from four sources:human paraphrases,a data-oriented paraphraser(DOPP),a statistical machine translation based paraphraser(SMTP),and a simple baseline model.The human paraphrases were a sample of unseen human paraphrased sentences from the corpus.In the case of automatically generated output,we evaluated the highest probability sentence that differed from the original input sentence.The test data consisted of unseen sentences drawn from the same sample as the training data.Following (Knight and Marcu 2000) ,we included a baseline model based on maximum word-bigram probability of the target sentence.The maximum word-bigram probability baseline generates a necessarily shorted paraphrase of the original sentence by word deletion,and therefore perhaps it is a little unfair to call it a baseline.We consider the direct SMT-based system to be a superior baseline for paraphrasing because it provides higher quality true paraphrases (Finch et al.2002) .
Statistical Machine Translation
In (Finch et al.2002) paraphrases are generated for sentences directly using a statistical machine translation system trained on Japanese sentence pairs from a paraphrase corpus(Sugaya,Takezawa,and Kikui 2002).We implemented a similar system based on IBM Model 3 to paraphrase English directly.The system consisted of the publicly available EGYPT software, and an in-house-developed multi-stack decoder.The system was trained on the same data as the DOPP system.The sentences in Figure 3 show examples of the input and output of the systems.
The evaluation of machine translation output is always a controversial undertaking,therefore we have evaluated in three ways,using both automatic and human evaluation methods.
These evaluation methods are set out in the following sections.
Adequacy Score
We scored the paraphrases as machine translation output using an adequacy test (Doyon et al.1998) .Sentences were graded(from 1 to 5)by three independent native English speaking evaluators according to the following scale:
(Grade 5)All meaning expressed in the source sentence is present in the paraphrased sentence.
(Grade 4)Most of the meaning expressed in the source sentence is present in the paraphrased sentence.
(Grade 3)Much of the meaning expressed in the source sentence is present in the paraphrased sentence.
(Grade 2)Little of the meaning expressed in the source sentence is present in the paraphrased sentence. (Grade 1)None of the meaning expressed in the source sentence is present in the paraphrased sentence. 40 sentences from each of the sources were mixed randomly and graded at the same time by the three human judges who were told the sentences were all generated automatically.The results are shown in Table 1 .All annotators scored the systems in the order:baseline<SMT-P<DOPP<human.The results were subjected to a T-test to determine whether all of the differences between the scores of the techniques were significant.The tests show that at p<0.05 this is the case.All three annotators assigned the same score to a paraphrase in 47% of cases.The average inter-annotator agreement measured by the Kappa statistic was 0.63, only a moderate level of agreement,pointing to the ambiguity of the classification task. Table  1 Experimental Results
BLEU and NIST Scores
In a second evaluation,we scored the output from the four paraphrase sources(i.e.human paraphrases,DOPP,SMTP,and the simple baseline model)against a set of reference paraphrases consisting of 13 different alternative human paraphrases for each test sentence.For this evaluation a 200-sentence superset of the test set used for the adequacy evaluation was used.The source sentences themselves were excluded from the reference set.The output was scored using version 0.9c of the publicly available MTEVAL-KIT evaluation software(Doddington 2002)for both NIST and BLEU scores.These scores are shown in Table 1 .All three automatic systems had considerably lower BLEU scores than the human.However,the DOPP system had the highest NIST score.
Grammaticality
In a final evaluation to measure the syntactic correctness of the paraphrases ,we used a novel technique based on Charniak's parser (Charniak 1999) . Test sentences were parsed using the parser,and the number of incomplete sentence fragments(labeled with FRAG)in the parses was counted.The underlying hypothesis being that the parser will have more difficulty assigning syntactic structure to ungrammatical word sequences than to grammatical ones.
A simple experiment was performed to investigate this hypothesis.The evaluation set was gradually degraded by interchanging words at random.Each word in the 200 sentence test set was exchanged with a different randomly-selected word from the same sentence with probability P.For each value of Pi,20 different random runs were conducted to get an estimate of the variance of the results.The results are shown in Figure 4 and show a clear relationship between sentence degradation and FRAG count.The results for the four paraphrasing systems (shown in Table 1 )indicate that the data-oriented paraphraser produces more grammatical output than both the SMTP system and the simple baseline model.
Discussion
The DOPP paraphrasing system differs subjectively from the other systems in that the most probable paraphrase is almost always the original sentence itself,and many of the highly probable paraphrase candidates are similar to the source sentence.The SMTP system by Finch,Watanabe,Akiba,and Sumita Paraphrasing as Machine Translation contrast seems to be more aggressive,producing paraphrases that often differ substantially from the source sentence.The DOPP system exhibits reasonable behavior for a probabilistic system trained on this data.However,it does beg the question:"What do we mean by a good paraphrase?".For some applications,a sentence with significantly different structure to the original source will be desirable.The DOPP system is capable of producing such paraphrases, but they are not the most probable candidates.
The results presented here are very promising.The DOPP system performed well;its score significantly better than the baseline model,and as good as,or better than the output from the SMT-based system.The clustering algorithm we employed,allowed us to select a useful subset from the potentially huge training data,and by using an automatic method for aligning phrasal structures in parse trees together with a purpose-made paraphrase corpus,we were able to generate sufficient data to conduct the first large-scale evaluation of the DOT method.
In the next section we investigate the usefulness of a paraphraser when used to expand machine translation evaluation sets.We chose to use the data-oriented paraphraser as the automatic paraphraser for the following experiments because it was the most successful automatic paraphraser in the initial study.
5
Application to Machine Translation Evaluation
Overview
In machine translation(MT),the wide diversity of possible correct target translations of a single source sentence makes it desirable to have as many references as possible when using automatic machine translation evaluation.We examine the usefulness of applying an automatic paraphraser to augment the references in the reference sets used for automatic MT evaluation. A data-oriented paraphraser was trained on a corpus of English sentence pairs which are paraphrases of each other.Given an input English sentence,the paraphraser is able to probabilistically generate a large set of paraphrases.Reference sets containing between 1 and 116 references were generated by mixing 1 to 16 human-produced references and up to 100 of their most probable paraphrases.The output from nine different MT systems was then evaluated using these reference sets using three automatic scoring systems.The scored sentences were then analyzed using Spearman Rank Correlation with the categorical scores assigned by the human judges.The aim is to determine whether the additional synthetic paraphrases increase the correlation of the automatic evaluation scheme's ranks to the human ranking.An increase in correlation indicating that the automatic system is more similar to a human in ranking the MT output.
Experimental Methodology Test Data
Our test data consisted of a set of 345 English sentences that have been translated from Japanese by nine different machine translation systems(see later in this section).These 345 English sentences have been randomly selected from the Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) (Takezawa,Sumita,Sugaya,Yamamoto,and Yamamoto 2002) .Each output from the machine translation systems was scored by nine independent native English speaking human evaluators who were also familiar with the source language,Japanese.Each sentence was assigned a grade in accordance with the a five-point scale for adequacy and grammaticality.A single grade was derived for each sentence by selecting the median grade from the nine grades assigned by the human judges.Test sets of 1000 pseudo-documents were constructed by taking random samples of 30 sentences from the 345 test sentences in the manner of (Turian,Shen, and Melamed 2003) .This is because statistics based on short translations of a single sentence proved to be unreliable.
Reference Data
For each of the 345 test sentences,16 different reference translations were prepared by human annotators.These references were then paraphrased by the data-oriented paraphraser, and the results ordered according to the probability assigned by the data-oriented paraphraser.Reference sets were prepared with varying mixtures of paraphrased and human references.
The paraphrases being selected according to probability.In the event that insufficient paraphrases were produced by the paraphraser for a particular sentence,the first human reference was used in place of the missing references,though this rarely occurred in practice.
Automatic Scoring Methods
We used three different automatic scoring systems for these experiments:BLEU,NIST and mWER.These are described briefly below: BLEU. (Papineni,Roukos,Ward,and Zhu 2001) ,scores translation output by measuring the precision of the component n-grams(1,2,3 and 4-grams)of the sentences,with respect to a set of reference translations.The score also includes a brevity penally that penalizes differences in length between the translation output and the references. NIST. (Doddington 2002) ,is based on weighted n-gram precision with a different brevity penalty and different overall characteristics to BLEU. mWER. (Nielsen,Och,and Ney 2000) ,is based on edit distance.The score is the minimum edit distance between the target sentence and the sentences in the reference set.
Corrected Spearman Rank Correlation
Following (Turian et al.2003) ,we chose to use Spearman Rank Correlation to evaluate how similar our automatic MT evaluations were to human evaluations.Instead of correlating the absolute values of the scores themselves,the scored test data is ordered by score,and assigned a rank indicating its position in this ordering.The ranks themselves are then analyzed for correlation.By using this scheme we are placing importance on ensuring our automatic scoring system ranks translations in the same way that a human judge would rank them,rather than examining correlations in the absolute values assigned by the scoring methods.We chose to use a variant called Corrected Spearman Rank Correlation which corrects for cases where tied ranks occur.Tied ranks can occur in the human grading since there are only 5 categories.
The Machine Translation Systems Used
The output from nine Japanese to English machine translation systems was used for this study,these consisted of three different releases,spaced at six month intervals,of three types of MT system: SMT(Statistical Machine Translation).Using the publicly domain GIZA++ software together with a multi-stack decoder. TDMT(Transfer Driven Machine Translation).A pattern-based MT system using hand-coded syntactic transfer rules (Furuse and Iida 1996) . D3(DP-match Driven Transducer).An example based MT system using onlinegenerated translation patterns (Sumita 2001) .
Results
Our results support the findings of (Turian et al.2003; Doddington 2002) ,showing that adding more references to the references set improves the MT evaluation performance,except in the case of NIST where more than 4.references degrades the evaluation performance(shown in Figure 5 ).For NIST,16 references offers a comparable level of performance to just a single reference.A similar effect was reported in (Doddington 2002) .Our main results(shown in Fig.5 Correlation of human ranking with the automatic scoring techniques varying numbers of human-created references only.Additional lines indicate the improved performance of BLEU and mWER with optimal numbers of added paraphrases. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval of the mean. Fig.6 The correlation of the BLEU ranking with human ranking as the number of paraphrases is increased.Increasing the number of references is always helpful,as is adding up to 30 paraphrases. The correlation of the BLEU ranking with human ranking as the number of human-generated references is increased. Fig.8 The correlation of the NIST ranking with human ranking as the number of paraphrases is increased.Adding paraphrases decreases the correlation with the human scoring.
generated by an automatic paraphraser to improve machine translation evaluation performance.Results for BLEU are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows that the correlation Fig.9 The correlation of the NIST ranking with human ranking as the number of human-generated references is increased. ences these additional references degrade evaluation performance.When adding more than 30 paraphrases,the set of added paraphrases contains many lower probability paraphrases which are incorrect,or even nonsense sentences,however,although the evaluation performance can be degraded,the effect is small,the process being quite robust to the addition of this noise.A Fig.11 The correlation of the mWER ranking with human ranking as the number of human-generated references is increased.
possible explanation is that it is unlikely for an incorrectly translated sentence to be close to any of these noise paraphrases.The primary factor determining the usefulness of the added paraphrases being the number of correct paraphrases added. Figure 7 shows the same result looking at the effect of increasing the number of real references with a fixed number of paraphrases.The bottom line shows the effect of increasing the number of references in the absence of any paraphrases.As would be expected,the evaluation performance steadily improves with the addition of more references.The difference between the top and bottom lines on the graph indicates the amount of improvement due to adding varying numbers of paraphrases.This is positive in all cases,but the amount of improvement diminishes with increasing numbers of references.Analogous results for NIST are shown in Figures 8 and 9 .These figures show that adding paraphrases only degrades the performance of the NIST scoring.This degradation was understandable,since performance can be degraded even when adding only human generated references( Figure 5 ).
It is difficult to explain why increasing the number of references to the NIST score does not result in better correlation with the human ranking.One would expect that since the counts used in the estimates of information contribution in the score were based on more data,the estimate would become more accurate,thereby improving the effectiveness of the score.One possible contributing factor might be the composition of the n-gram's influence. that was contributed by higher-order n-grams.Furthermore,we also observed that decreasing the maximum n-gram size used by the scoring improved the correlation with human ranking on this data.
The results for mWER are shown in Figures 10 and 11 . Figure  10 shows that the performance is improved for all numbers of human references by adding up to 10 paraphrases,but adding more than 10 results in degraded performance.For larger numbers of references the degradation can give lower performance than that without added paraphrases.This effect is also shown in Figure  11 ,the line representing only human references cutting up though the lines for 15,20 and 30 paraphrases as the number of references increases.However, Figure  11 also shows that the performance of a single human reference augmented by 10 paraphrases is roughly equivalent to that with 4 human references. systems and all numbers of references it is the case that choosing the highest-ranked references according to the language model yields a better machine translation evaluation than choosing the lowest-ranked references.However,both of these methods for choosing paraphrases are worse than simply selecting paraphrases randomly.Choosing paraphrases ranked highly by the language model being only slightly worse than random,and using low-ranked paraphrases being considerably worse.One interpretation of these results is that the best strategy for selecting paraphrases no strategy at all.When choosing references randomly we are sampling randomly from a set of 16 human-generated paraphrases.When selecting high-scoring paraphrases using a language model,we are biasing our sample to exclude rarer examples which (in appropriately small quantities)do improve evaluation performance.Perhaps the old adage that the best type of data is more data holds true here.There may be other factors that do identify specific charateristics of paraphrases as being more useful than others,but we leave
this as an open topic for future research. 
